BARBARA GRAVER
Catholic Blogger, Novelist & Designer

ABOUT ME
I'm a Catholic novelist, blogger and graphic designer with a past
history in the occult.

I have been blogging for over 10 years

across several different blogs. In addition to blogging, I write
Catholic friendly paranormal fiction and religious booklets for my
Etsy shop. I also design prayer cards and other PDFs. and have
recently started my own epublishing company, St. Joan's Press. I
have been interviewed on podcasts, internet TV and local radio .
I have my own YouTube channel and love doing media so please
reach out via email to contact@barbaragraver.com if you think I
might be a good fit for your show.
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I started blogging in 2010 with the popular metaphysical blog, The
Mystic Review. After returning to Christianity, in 2017, I shut down the

ABOUT MY BLOGS

Mystic Review and I tried a few different blog ideas before deciding
to blog about Catholic and Catholic friendly books, writing and

BARBARAGRAVER.COM
PRACTICALDEMONOLOGY.COM

aspects of the faith at BarbaraGraver.com. In 2021 I started a second
blog where I could share some of my research and experience on
slightly darker topics. This second blog at PracticalDemonology.com
has quickly become the most widely read.

MY ETSY SHOP
CATHOLIC BOOK AND CARD
I started my etsy shop in 2020 during the COVID19
lockdown. I began by creating printable prayer cards
using traditional Catholic prayers and artwork and then
branched out into prayer pamphlets and coffee mugs. I
am hoping to add at least one of ebooks to the shop
when it is finished, if it is not too dark.

UPCOMING FICTION
CATHOLIC PARANORMAL FICTION
The old Mayfield Farm seemed like the perfect home
for Annabel and Michael Reilly’s young family, up until
they discover the small overgrown cemetery at the
edge of the woods. For Annabel, who chased ghosts all
through high school and once dreamed of being a PA
Paranormal investigator, the voices she records at the
old cemetery are fascinating. For Michael, however,
there is something sinister about the spot right from
the start.

DREAMS OF DARK & LIGHT
A TESTIMONY
Most

dreams

reflect

our

everyday

thoughts

and

worries. But some dreams are more than that. So much
more in fact that they can have far reaching effects on
our waking life - in good ways and in bad. Or at least
that was the case for me. In "Dreams of Dark &Light" I
tell the story of my deep dive into the occult, my
eventual return to the Catholic faith and the dreams
that played a big part in my experience.. Available in
early 2023.
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